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by misery, for the humane man, who finds his own happi-
ness in his humanity, does sincerely consider the criminal
to be miserable. This doctrine that vice is essentially
pitiable was advanced sometimes in antiquity, but plain
men flouted it from them with irritation as one of those
childish paradoxes with which philosophers amused and
abused their leisure, and some of the philosophers them-
selves showed that they only half believed it by the self-
complacency and affected preciscness with which they de-
monstrated it. Nevertheless he in whom humanity is an
enthusiasm does honestly feel distressed when he thinks
of those who are fallen and lost in character and whom
society repudiates. Even when wickedness is prosperous
and flourishes like a green bay tree, lie understands pretty
well and unaffectedly pities the uneasiness of remorse, the
loneliness of pride, the moral paralysis that succeeds
satiety, the essential poverty of vulgarity. Nor does he
only feel such pity, but he has the courage to indulge it.
The legalist, if he is at any time surprised into a similar
feeling for an unfortunate criminal, suppresses it as dan-
gerous and weak, The anger which he feels, the punish-
ment which he executes or approves, is his guarantee
against falling back into insensibility. His disapprobation
of wrong-doing, being not very strong, requires to be
anxiously cherished lest it should die in him altogether.
Any rolentiugs of pity would be dangerous to it; he lias
not sympathy-enough for both the injured party and the
criminal; at least any that he might give to the latter
must be taken from the former. Therefore in communities
which are in the legal stage, mercy is always identified
with laxity; the stage before them is mistaken for the
stage behind them; and any tenderness towards criminals—

